ABSTRACT. Demand Priority is the Media Access Control protocol used by the new 100 Mb/s 100VG-AnyLAN network being standardised by the IEEE 802.12 committee. The network can interconnect hubs in multiple wiring closets (without bridging or routing), and can have a network diameter of several kilometers. The network is the only 100 Mbls technology to support Category 3 cabling including bundled cables, which are found at many user's installations. Demand Priority supports two priority levels, and this will enable it to effectively support real time multimedia applications. A further advantage of IEEE 802.12 Demand Priority is that it supports IEEE 802.3 and IEEE 802.5 frame formats, thus allowing users to evolve from the currently prevalent 802.3 and 802.5 networks without having to load new software. This paper describes Demand Priority, and compares it with other high speed Local Area Network technologies.
lntroduction
100VG-AnyLAN is a Local Area Network technology currently being developed and standardised by those participating in the IEEE 802.12 committee. Demand Priority, the Media Access Contror (MAC) of IEEE 802.12, is a protocol between a hub and connected end nodes [l] , [2] . Demand Priority also extends to cascading' across hubs. Key characteristics of the network are: 100 Mb/s network data rate. * Support of Category 3 Unshielded Twisted Pair (UTP) cables, including bundled cables, Category 5 UTP cabling, Shielded Twisted Pair and optical fibre. Priorities to support real time multimedia and other delay-critical traffic. Priorities can be utilised to give guarantees of bandwidth and delay to streams of multimedia data sent from users' end nodes. Cascading beyond the immediate wiring closet.
Compatibility with IEEE 802.3 and IEEE 802.5 frame format, allowing transparent upgrading of current widely installed LANs. Low cost and low end node system complexity. Privacy as a security feature. This paper describes the operation of the Demand Priority protocol, and positions it relative to other technologies.
Motivation behind Developing Demand Priority
In this section we summarise the motivation behind the development of Demand Priority, partly setting the context with reference to other LAN protocols.
Support of Category 3 and Bundled Cables
The large majority of the installed cabling base is star-wired Category 3 cable. Cables run from wiring closets to end nodes at the users' desks, with hubs and cross connects located in the wiring closets. Some of the cabling is 4-pair all the way from the wiring closet to the desk, while other installations have 25-pair or 50-pair bundles on part of the path. A clear user requirement for 100 Mb/s solutions has become apparent, but ring technologies (such as FDDI) appear unable to support operation over Category 3 cable, in part because of the full duplex nature of ring operation. See Figure 1 srity Levels ority supports 2 priority levels, which can be used to support real time multimedia transmission (e.g. video and audio) in the following way. The real time multimedia data is sent at the High priority, while less time critical computer data is sent at Normal (the lower) priority. The High priority multimedia traffic will take precedence over the computer data traffic, and if it is ensured that the total High priority traffic does not exceed say 90% of the availabie bandwidth minus overheads, the High priority traffic will experience very low delays. One mechanism to do this is the Target Transmission Time algorithm, described in [3] , [4] and [5] . E n fact, the network delay and bandwidth ailocated to a High priority multimedia application can both be guaranteed, so Demand Priority will be able to support a much wider range of the emerging multimedia applications than a non-deterministic single priority network such as 10 Mbls or 100 Mbls CSMNCD.
A Demand Priority network will be able to support the inbuilding portion of a high quality video' call across the state or country, owing to its capacity to guarantee bandwidth and delay irrespective of the computer data load.
etwork Diameter
Another drawback of speeding up CSMNCD to 100 Mbls is that the network diameter (the furthest distance between two end nodes, via cabling and intermediate hubs) would be restricted*. Hub to hub connection in different wiring closets would have to use a bridge or router i.e. there would be no cascading outside of a single wiring closet. The 100 Mbls MAC protocol would also be restricted to short hub to end node connections. This is unattractive, given the cost and limited throughput of bridges and routers. By contrast, Demand Priority allows hub to end node links to be up to 2 km (in the case of optical fibre links), and hubs can be cascaded to a diameter of several kilometres. Thus Demand Priority networks can use all of the current 1 OBase-T compliant cabling.
1. With MPEG coding, good qualityvideo can be sent with a data rate in the 0.5 to 1 Mbls. The crucial requirement for video and audio coding schemes is the guarantee of the bandwidth and bounded delay across the networks it transverses. 2. In speeding up 10 Mb/s by a factor of 10, the diameter expressed in t e r m of propagation delay has to be reduced by a factor of 10 Finally, Figure 2 below summarises some of the differences between the respective LAN technologies. A potential advantage of a Demand Priority based switch is that it can avoid congestion by simply not responding to any Requests from end nodes, while its internal buffers are (nearly) full. ATM switches have no standardised flow control over connected end nodes.
Connects
A further congestion control issue for ATM is the segmenting of irames into slots. If 1500 bytes of data is lost in a switch through congestion, this could correspond to around 30 slots being lost, and if the cells are part of different frames, could result in the loss and consequent re-transmission by senders of 30 frames.
By contrast, the loss of 1500 bytes of data in a frame-based switch running the Demand P:iority Link Protocol would result in the retransmission of far fewer (possibly just 1) frames.
3 A Description of Demand Priority.
The Demand Priority Link Protocol
Demand Priority uses a small number of control signals, four control signals sent from the Hub to the End Node, and four sent in the opposite direction.
In a 4-pair UTP link, the control signals are implemented as low frequency tones, which do not significantly contribute to crosstalk. In both directions, each of two pairs transmits one of two possible low frequency tones, giving four control signals in each direction. The link has 3 states plus transitions between these states :
1. The Hub is sending a frame at 100 Mb/s to the End Node 2. The End Node is sending a frame at 100 Mbls to the Hub 
Figure 4 The Link Protocol States in Dual Simplex Operation
We now step through the Demand Priority Link Protocol on half duplex links, the dual simplex case being essentially very similar. Figure 5 shows how an End Node is selected by a Hub, and how it sends a frame to the Hub. (2) When the Hub decides to select this particular End Node, it stops actively sending the control signal on 2 pairs, in effect it clears the link to the End Node.
(3) When the End Node senses that there is no signal on the link, it realises that it has been selected to transmit by the Hub. It can transmit immediately on 4 pairs, because the Hub is no longer transmitting actively on any of the pairs.
(4) When the frame is finished, the Hub will send IDLE, and the End Node will send REQ-H or REQ-N (depending on the priority level of further frames to be transmitted) or IDLE (if there are no such frames).
We now look at the Link Protocol when the End Node is receiving a frame from the Hub. 
The link is now clear, so the Hub is able to start sending the frame on all 4 pairs, giving a 100 Mb/s frame data rate.
I . The End Node ensures that it has sends the control signal (in this case REQ-H) long enough for it to be recognised at the Hub.
The Operation of Demand Priority on a Single Hub
We now see how links operating the Link Protocol combine to create the Demand Priority shared media access protocol. 
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Figure 7 The Operation of Demand Priority on a Single Hub
initially, none of the End Nodes require to send any frames, so they are sending IDLE to the Hub. We now step through the sequence of events which illustrate the Demand Priority single hub operation.
(1) End Node 1 now has a frame to transmit across the network, so it starts sending REQ-N to the Hub. (5) The Hub receives the start of the frame from End Node 1, and starts to store it in an internal buffer. It is waiting for the 48-bit Destination Address to arrive and a look-up to take place on the Destination Address (6) The look-up on the Destination Address has now occurred, indicating that the frame should be sent to End Node 2. End Node 2 has already cleared the link to the Hub, and so the Hub can now transmit on all 4 pairs to End Node 2. Assuming the frame arriving from End Node 1 is unicast, and only needs to be sent on to End Node 2, the Hub will at this point replace INCOMING with IDLE to the other End Nodes. This will allow these End Nodes to transmit control signals on 2 pairs, and in particular send a REQ-H or REQ-N to the Hub, effectively informing it of their readiness to transmit a frame when the current one is finished.
(7) End Node 1 finally finishes sending its frame to the Hub.
(8) The end of frame arrives at the Hub. The Hub now starts sending idle to End Node 1.
(9) The Hub now sends the end of the frame to End Node 2. If the Hub is receiving no Requests from any End Node, then it will send Idle to End Node 2. The network has now returned to the quiescent state.
Suppose instead that another End Node, for example End Node 3, has been sending REQ-H or REQ-N to the Hub. At the same time as sending the end of frame to End Node 2, the Hub clears the link to End Node 3, in a similar way to (2) . This is shown in the diagram by the dotted arrow. The Hub now sends INCOMING to all of the other End Nodes, including End Node 2 and End Node 1, as all of the End Nodes are at this point potential destinations of the new frame.
The network now continues exactly as with the previous frame transferred, carrying out the equivalent of action (4) and the subsequent actions. Figure 7 shows diagrammatically the way in which Demand Priority supports different media types. 
The Demand Priority MAC Support of various Media Types
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Figure 8 Demand Priority Support for various Media Types
All unicast frames are sent only to the destination End Node whose 48-bit Address matches the Destination Address of the frame which the Hub is receiving. (The Hub learns of the End Node's Address during a small 'Training' sequence of Hub to End Node frame exchanges when the link is initialised. Training sequences can Se readily implemented in hardware.) The sending of frames only to their intended destination is a privacy feature enhancing network security.
If a Hub is connected via bundled cables, broadcast frames are fully received before they are transmitted to the destination End Nodes. This minimises cross-talk (see Section 2.1). With unicast frames, the Hub receives and sends frames simultaneously, as shown in Figure 8 .
In Hubs which do not connect to bundled cables, all frames are received and sent simultaneously, as shown in Figure 8 .
Half duplex operation is defined over Category 3 cable to maximise the frame data transmission rate (see Section 2.1). On half duplex links only, the End Node clears the link on receiving the INCOMING control signal.
On 4-pair Category 3 cable, the control signals are implemented as low frequency (0.9375 MHz and 1.875 MHz) tones.
The Demand Priority Access Contention
At the point where a Hub clears the link to solicit the next frame from a End Node, it may be receiving Requests from several Nodes. It has to decide which End Node it will next solicit a frame from. Demand Priority uses a 2-priority Round Robin.
In a single priority Round Robin, an N-port Hub which has just serviced a Request from a End Node connected to a particular port will select the End Node connected to the next port, looking at increasing port number, at which it is receiving a Request. (Increasing port number is cyclic; this implies that after examining Port N, the Hub goes back to examine Port 1 .)
For the 2-priority Round Robin, the Hub services High priority Requests before any Normal Priority Requests are serviced. sf all of the End Nodes in Figure 10 have frames to transmit at the same priority level, then the order of transmitting frames is the same sequence as the End Node naming -End Node 1, then End Node 2, etc. This ensures that fairness within each priority level is maintained. Also, a High priority Request will rapidly take precedence over Normal priority traffic anywhere in the network.
In brief, cascading is implemented by Hubs selecting Hut~s below them, but realising that control will remain with the lower Hub while the lower Hub proceeds through ifs Round Robin cycle before passing control back to the original Hub. A Hub receiving a frame repeats it to all Hubs connected to it, the only exception being that if a Hub receives a frame from another Hub, it does not repeat the frame back to the original Hub. Thus all frames pass through each Hub once. Hubs take the decision whether to transmit frames on to End Nodes, based on address match. Requests received from lower Hubs are reflected up to the Root Hub. A Hub (e.g. C in Figure 10 ) will be aware of the priority level of the traffic generated by Nodes connecting to some Hub (e.g. E) below it. If this traffic is Normal priority, and the former Hub (e.g. C) receives a High priority request on another port, then it sends a control signal PRE-EMPT to the lower hub. This forces the lower hub to suspend its Normal priority Round Robin cycle, and pass up control, allowing the upper Hub to initiate a High priority Round Robin cycle. This ensures that High priority traffic pre-empts Normal priority traffic, and can be given fast servce?.
Conclusions
Demand Priority, the IEEE 802.12 MAC is a forward looking hub-based protocol, with its support of the new networked Multimedia applications by a second priority level and the consequent capacity to guarantee bandwidth to applications.
It also supports the very large base of IEEE 802.3 10Base-T users by allowing them to upgrade to 100 Mb/s without changing any host software, and without having to change their currently installed Category 3 cabling. In a similar way, current users of IEEE 802.5 Token Ring can also upgrade to 100 Mbls, without making software or cabling changes.
Demand Priority also minimises the complexity of the end node adaptor card.
